POST-CONFERENCE REFLECTION

Reflect on and process your time at the conference for maximum effectiveness in implementing what you learned.

**Pray.** Thank God for the week, for the time away, for the time to learn, grow, and connect. Ask for His guidance as you go home.

**Name, Date(s), & Location** of Conference:

Look through your notes/handouts again. **circling or highlighting some of your big takeaways.**

Write down a **key phrase, word, theme, or idea** that sums up the conference for you.

Write down **3 things you learned.**
1) 
2) 
3) 

Write down **3 things you want to do** or change as you go home. (Check: Do these items fit within the overall vision for your ministry? They may be great ideas, but do they further your specific ministry goals?)
1) 
2) 
3) 

Write down **2 people you met** with whom you want to stay connected.
1) 
2) 

**Share & discuss these thoughts** with your team or a friend for accountability & encouragement.